
BEFORE  YOU  POST
Q U E S T I O N S  T O  A S K  B E F O R E  P O S T I N G  O N  S O C I A L  M E D I A

WHO  IS  THIS  POST  FOR?

HOW SHOULD I TALK TO THEM? 

Don't be too wordy! 

Spellcheck before posting.

Keep message concise. One

main idea. 

Keep tone consistent with

other CFRC posts.

Make sure the post is "on

brand" with CFRC.

Use a tone of voice that reflects how

your audience talks

Talk to followers, not at them

Tell a story! Show people why they

should care

Ask questions/give a reason to engage 

WHAT  SHOULD  I  POST?

What you should post will vary from

demographic to demographic.

Following trends and seeing what

similar pages are posting is a good

place to start. 

 

Images are typically better received

than text-only content, but the

important thing is that the content is

relevant to the audience you are

trying to reach.

 

Use hashtags that are relevant to

your audience to maximize reach.

Not sure what to use? See what

simular pages are doing! 

Some content ideas:
Posts about CFRC culture; what it is like for volunteers

News about the station

News about the community

Polls and quizzes

Curated content from other sites (blogs, videos, posts, etc.

Just keep it relevant.) 

Videos and photos about the station

What people are saying about CFRC

Posts about events happening in Kingston

Info-graphics

Podcasts 

Invitations to volunteer

Posts about the history of the station (i.e. "52 years ago....") 

Promote events

Quotes from podcasts

Playlists of the songs featured on the last broadcast

Links to the downloadable content 

User-generated content about CFRC

Highlight where previous volunteers went after CFRC

Promote sponsors

WHERE  SHOULD  I  POST?

WHEN  SHOULD  I  POST?

Timing is everything when it comes to

social media. 

 

Consider when people are most active,

and post accordingly to maximize the

reach of a post. 

 

The best time to post will differ from

demographic to demographic, so it

may take some trial and error to find

the best time to post for each group. 

Users are typically* most active:

Between 11:00 - 3:00, and 8:00

Before 9:00, 12:00, and after 5:00

Between 12:00 and 1:00

*Information is generalized, and will differ from

demographic to demographic. Be ready to adjust your

strategy to suit your consumers. 

The best channels for posting your

content will vary from audience to

audience. 

 

A good first step is to determine your

demographic's age, and to search which

social media channels that demographic

uses. 

 

An example search query: 

"Gen X social media habits"

HOW FREQUENTLY SHOULD I POST? 

Between 2-3 times a week. (Never more than twice a day)
 
Between 1-3 posts per day. Most companies post 1.5 times a day on average. 
 
Between 1-3 tweets a day. Engagement drops after 3 tweets. 


